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A B S T R A C T

Traits define how organisms interact with their surrounding environment and with other organisms. Thus, trait
composition of biological communities is expected to change predictably along environmental gradients.
Because organisms’ traits, but not taxonomic identity, determine their fitness, trait-environment relationships
should provide a better way to elucidate how biodiversity respond to environmental change. Here, we used data
on tropical streams embedded in a landscape of intensive agriculture to investigate trait-environment and taxon-
environment relationships in a set of 91 mayfly communities from southeastern Brazil. We expected that trait-
environment relationships would be stronger than taxon-environment relationships and that the linkage between
traits and environmental variables would provide mechanistic insights on environmental filtering. We found that
variation in both species composition and traits were correlated to salinity, highlighting the influence of water
salinization on mayfly communities due to agricultural practices. Surprisingly, using analogous statistical
methods, in general, we found that the strengths of trait-environment relationships were lower than that of
taxon-environment relationships. Further, (1) species responses to gradients were not correlated to similarity in
their traits and (2) some species with different trait composition responded similarly to environmental variation,
indicating that different suite of traits can cope with similar environmental contexts. Besides some cautionary
results about trait-based approaches, results from taxon-based approaches indicated that variation in composi-
tion was more related to spatial variables, suggesting that dispersal limitation undermine its use for large scale
assessments. Our results suggest that both taxon- and trait-based approaches have weakness and strengths and
deciding between them for biomonitoring purposes will depend on spatial scales, trait interrelationships, and
analytical methods.

1. Introduction

The ‘habitat templet’ concept is a major principle of modern trait-
based approaches (Townsend and Hildrew, 1994; McGill et al., 2006;
Dray and Legendre, 2008), which states that species evolve ecological
strategies that “maximize the numbers of their descendants in their habitat”
(Southwood, 1977). Accordingly, ecologists have sought for relation-
ships between species’ strategies and environmental variables under the
assumption that this would reveal how the environment arranges nat-
ural communities (McGill et al., 2006; Dray and Legendre, 2008). A

prevalent approach to define species’ strategies is to measure their
functional traits, i.e., phenotypic characteristics of organisms that are
expected to influence their fitness (McGill et al., 2006). Species with
functional traits that maximize their population growth should be
abundant, reflecting successful recruitment under a given environment
(Tilman, 2004; Shipley, 2010; Shipley et al., 2016). Therefore, the re-
lative representation of traits in local communities should change along
environmental gradients, which have been called the trait-environment
relationship (Townsend and Hildrew, 1994; Dray and Legendre, 2008).

Trait-based approaches are thought to have two main advantages
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when compared to taxonomic approaches. First, variation in trait
composition along environmental gradients have the potential to pro-
vide mechanistic understanding of community assembly, as traits
should respond in predictable ways given their role in shaping in-
dividual fitness (Shipley, 2010). Second, trait-based approaches enable
comparing biodiversity patterns along gradients (e.g. human pressures)
at large spatial scales, while taxonomic analyses are contingent to the
biogeographic context of the species pool because dispersal limitation
also influences species distribution (McGill et al., 2006).

The potential advantages of trait-based approaches boosted their
use in freshwater ecology in the last three decades. Morphological,
ecological, and life-cycle traits have been traditionally used in biomo-
nitoring protocols for diverse freshwater taxa (Resh et al., 1994;
Townsend and Hildrew, 1994; Poff, 1997 Dolédec et al., 1999; Verberk
et al., 2013). It has been suggested that using trait-based approaches
would improve our ability to elucidate the sources of environmental
change (e.g. organic pollution, flow alteration, salinization) (Dolédec
et al., 1999, Aspin et al., 2019). However, although some studies have
indeed found strong trait-environment relationships (e.g., macro-
invertebrates: Dolédec et al., 1999; fishes: Leitão et al., 2016), many
others have found weak or no relationship (e.g. Resh et al., 1994;
Davies et al., 2000; Saito et al., 2016; see a review in Hamilton et al.,
2019). Importantly, explanations for weak or absence of trait-environ-
ment relationships in freshwater communities are still unclear (Statzner
et al., 2004). Thus, although trait-based approaches have been present
in the literatures for decades, comparing their predictive performance
against taxonomic approaches remains a challenge, especially in tro-
pical regions where freshwater biomonitoring is still under develop-
ment (Saito et al., 2015a).

In this study, we investigated trait- and taxon-environment re-
lationships in tropical mayfly (Ephemeroptera) communities along a
gradient of land use intensification. We focused on mayflies but not
multiple insect orders because each taxonomic group is likely to have
developed evolutionary solutions to environmental changes so that
merging multiple groups could mask the responses of individual orders
(Resh et al., 1994). We studied streams embedded in a landscape with
different levels of forest cover and anthropogenic influence (mainly
sugar cane plantations and pasture) in Brazil. We aimed to investigate
two assumptions of trait-based approaches: (i) traits provide mechan-
istic explanations of environmental filtering that taxon-based ap-
proaches do not; (ii) taxon-environment relationships are dependent on
the species pool given the influence of species dispersal for taxa dis-
tribution while trait approaches are not. Thus, we expected that (1)
trait-environment relationships would be stronger than taxon-environ-
ment relationships. Because traits should allow a mechanistic ex-
planation of the role of environmental filters, we expected that (2) gill
traits (shape and number), which are strongly associated with osmor-
egulation and respiration in mayflies (Wingfield et al., 1939), would
respond to salinity and dissolved oxygen levels; and (3) feeding stra-
tegies would change according to stream width and riparian forest
cover because these variables determine the organic matter inputs in
streams (Vannote et al., 1980). Finally, we expected that (4) variation
in trait composition would be less constrained by the spatial structure of
the landscape than the variation in taxonomic composition, since trait
distribution should not be strongly associated to dispersal.

2. Methods

2.1. Sampling sites

We used data from 91 streams in the Corumbataí River Basin, state
of São Paulo, Brazil (Fig. 1). The basin has an area of ~170,000 ha and
deforestation was the primary impact in the beginning of the 1900s.
After that, the region has been intensively used for sugarcane produc-
tion and cattle ranching (Valente, 2001).

Sampled streams were distributed along a gradient of forest cover,

which is a major predictor of variation in stream insect communities in
Brazil (Siqueira et al., 2012a,b, Siqueira et al., 2015; Saito et al.,
2015a). We calculated the proportion of different land uses in the
catchment area upstream the sampling sites. We calculated the area
covered by pasture, sugar cane, and native forest using the software
QGIS (Quantum GIS Development Team, 2019). Catchment forest cover
ranged from 0 to 83% within the river catchment area.

We measured the following in situ stream variables to characterize
local environmental variation: % of shading at the stream stretch (vi-
sually estimated), average stream width and depth (cm), flow velocity
(m/s), water temperature (oC), pH, conductivity (µS/cm), salinity (mS
cm−1), turbidity (NTU), dissolved oxygen (mg/L) and substrate com-
position (sand, gravels, pebbles, cobbles, and boulders; %). Water
characteristics were measured using a multiparameter sensor (Horiba
device U‐50). Additionally, water samples were taken from each stream
for the laboratory analysis of total phosphorus (mg/L) and total ni-
trogen (mg/L) using methods described in Golterman, Clymo and
Ohnstad (1978) and Mackereth, Heron and Talling (1978), respectively.
Based on a correlation matrix between all variables, we decided to
exclude the variables conductivity and % of pebbles from subsequent
analysis due to collinearity (Pearson’s correlations = 0.83 and −0.60
with salinity and % of boulders, respectively). We decided to keep
salinity instead of conductivity given the alarming impact that fresh-
water salinization may have over mayflies and given our specific pre-
dictions about salinity and gill traits (Kaushal et al., 2005; Cañedo-
Argüelles et al., 2016). To summarize the environmental data (stan-
dardized), we applied a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce
the dimensionality of the environmental variables data (prior to stan-
dardization, continuous variables, except pH, were log-transformed and
percentage variables – e.g., substrate composition – were transformed
using the square root of arcsine).

2.2. Mayfly data

Between May and August (dry season) of 2015 we sampled mayflies
using a two minutes kick-net procedure in each sampling site. We
counted and identified all nymphs to the lowest possible taxonomic
level (morphotype and species level). Based on previous studies and the
natural history of Neotropical mayflies, we selected six key traits:
feeding strategy, gills characteristics, body shape, locomotion strategy
(all fuzzy coded trait), number of gills (quantitative discrete trait), and
wing size (quantitative continuous traits). We compiled trait values
from previous studies and databases (Tomanova et al., 2006; Colzani
et al., 2013; Saito et al., 2015a). Additionally, for each species, we
measured the mean body size (quantitative continuous trait) of nymphs
(last instar, minimum of five individuals) under a stereomicroscope
(Table S1).

2.3. Taxon- and trait-environment relationships

To describe trait syndromes in mayfly traits (i.e., trait combinations
that are consistent among different species), we applied a PCA to the
trait data after standardizing fuzzy and quantitative traits by zero mean
and unit variance. We then compared taxon- and trait-environment
relationships using the following multivariate methods (Kleyer et al.,
2012):

(1) Redundancy analysis (RDA) estimates the relationship between a
multivariate explanatory matrix and a multivariate response matrix
(Legendre and Legendre, 2008). We used the environmental vari-
ables (described above) as the explanatory matrix and the com-
munity composition dataset (Hellinger transformed) as the response
matrix in the taxon-based approach (RDA-Composition). For the
trait-based approach we used the community-weighted mean
(CWM) values of traits as the response matrix (RDA-CWM). CWM is
the mean value of a trait, weighted by species abundances,
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considering all species present at a site (Lavorel et al., 2008), being
one of the most used metrics to test trait-environment relationships
(Lavorel et al., 2008; Bruelheidet al., 2018, but see Peres-Neto
et al., 2017). We applied a forward selection procedure with double
stopping criterion (P-values and adjusted R2; see Blanchet et al.,
2008, Bauman et al., 2018) to select a subset of environmental
variables to be used in the RDA. We used an ANOVA-like procedure
with 999 permutations (Legendre et al., 2011) to test for the sig-
nificance of RDA axes.

(2) Distance based-RDA (db-RDA) is a variation of RDA to cope with
dissimilarity matrices as response matrices (Legendre and
Anderson, 1999). db-RDA finds linear relationships between all the
Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) axes (summarizing a dissim-
ilarity matrix between sites) and environmental variables. We used
the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity as response matrix in the taxon-based
approach (db-RDA-Composition). For the trait-based approach, we
used the trait dataset to calculate a dissimilarity matrix among sites
that provides maximum dissimilarity between completely dissimilar
communities (Dβ coefficient - equation 12 in Pavoine and Ricotta,
2014) (hereafter the db-RDA-Traits approach). This coefficient re-
lies on differences in traits between species, which were calculated
using the modified Gower coefficient (Pavoine et al., 2009). We also
used estimated P-values through an ANOVA-like procedure with
999 permutations (Legendre et al., 2011) to test for the significance
of the axes. In all analyses described above, we used the adjusted
coefficient of determination (Adj. R2) to measure the strength of
relationship between the response and explanatory matrices (Peres-
Neto et al., 2006). We also added a constant to dissimilarities to
avoid negative eigenvalues during ordination of matrices (Cailliez
transformation, Legendre and Legendre, 2008).

(3) In order to find a direct link between taxa, traits and the environ-
ment, we applied a RLQ analysis that simultaneously evaluate the
relationships among sites, species, environmental variables and

traits using simultaneous ordination (Dolédec et al., 1996). RLQ
relies on covariance measures between environmental variables and
traits linked by the abundance of species in sites. For this approach,
we considered the continuous traits number of gills, wing size and
body size as fuzzy coded, separated in three distinct blocks with
affinities sum to unity for a given species. We did that because the
implemented RLQ statistical test cannot cope with the mixed type
of data we used (feeding fuzzy-coded traits and body size; see also
Thioulouse et al., 2018). Significance testing of the general re-
lationships between species and the environment and between
traits and the environment was based on a sequential test through a
Monte-Carlo procedure with 9999 permutations that randomizes
sites and species (model 6 in Dray et al., 2014, which combines in
sequence the randomizations of model 2 and 4). Model 2 tests the
relationship between species and the environment, while model 4
tests the relationship between traits and the environment. For this
method, we used only the environmental variables selected by
forward selection in the previous RDAs.

(4) In order to find specific relationships between individual traits and
environmental variables, we used the fourth-corner method (Dray
and Legendre, 2008) to estimate the Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient between each trait and each environmental variable. Again,
significance levels were assessed by the model 6 described by Dray
et al. (2014), which combines in sequence the randomizations of
model 2 and 4.

(5) We tested the association between the trait distance matrix (mod-
ified Gower distance) and the environmental response distance
matrix (Euclidean distance matrix from the species scores along the
first three axes of the RDA-Composition) using a Mantel test (9999
permutations). The first matrix describes the similarities between
species in terms of traits composition, while the second matrix
describes the similarities between species in terms of their re-
sponses to environmental gradients. We also applied a hierarchical

Fig. 1. Location of studied streams within the Corumbataí River Basin. Streams are represented by dots.
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cluster analyses using the Unweighted arithmetic mean (UPGMA)
method to the species trait distance and then compared it to a
hierarchical cluster (UPGMA) based on the species environmental
responses matrices.

Finally, to compare how taxon- and trait-environment relationships
were constrained by the spatial structure of the sampling sites, we used
a variation partitioning approach (Peres-Neto et al., 2006). First, we
applied distance-based Moran’s Eigenvector Maps (db-MEM, Dray et al.,
2006) to the geographic coordinates of sampling sites, which trans-
forms spatial distances into a rectangular matrix, where orthogonal
vectors describe the various forms of spatial variation among sites. The
first vectors represent the largest scale of spatial variation, whereas the
last represent fine scale spatial variation. Then, we partitioned the
variation in community response matrices among two explanatory
matrices – environmental (all environmental variables) and spatial (db-
MEM vectors) (Peres-Neto et al., 2006). We used the strength of partial
relationships (Adj. R2; Peres-Neto et al., 2006) to measure the relative
importance of the environmental and spatial variables in explaining the
variation in the response matrices. Significance levels were assessed
with an ANOVA like permutation (999 permutations, as explained
above). We used this technique to partition variation of four response
matrices in the redundancy approaches described above (i.e., RDA-
Composition, RDA-CWM, db-RDA-Composition and db-RDA-Traits).

3. Results

We identified 18,803 nymphs distributed into 23 morphotypes/
species. The PCA depicted complex environmental gradients in the
studied region, with the first two axes explaining 33% of the environ-
mental variation across sites (Fig. 2). Along the first PCA axis (PCA1),
streams in catchments dominated by sugarcane cultivation were, in
general, deeper, wider, with a predominance of cobbles, and higher
streamflow. In turn, streams in catchments dominated by pasturelands
presented substrates dominated by sand and gravel, with lower depth
and flow velocity. Along the second axis (PC2), the streams were mainly
differentiated according to shading; streams positively related to

shading and high dissolved oxygen concentration in forested catch-
ments were negatively related to pH and salinity. The trait-PCA de-
picted a phylogenetic constraint pattern in species trait as species of the
same family were tended to be grouped together. Along the first axis,
we found a separation between Baetidae (with negative scores) and
Leptophlebiidae (with positive scores), while Caenidae and Leptohy-
phidae were separated from the other families along the second axis
(Fig. 2).

RDA-Composition and RDA-CWM detected weak relationships be-
tween species abundance and environmental variables and between
abundance-weighted trait mean (CWM) and environmental variables,
respectively (Table 1). However, the strength of the relationship de-
tected by the RDA-Composition (Adj. R2 = 0.14, P= 0.001) was higher
than that detected by the RDA-CWM (Adj. R2 = 0.08, P = 0.015).
Forward selection indicated that the best set of variables to explain
variation in species composition included salinity (F = 8.93,
P = 0.002), stream width (F = 3.02, P = 0.008), and percentage of
sand (F = 2.22, P = 0.046). Forward selection applied to RDA-CWM
indicated that the best set of variables to explain variation in CWM
included stream width (F = 3.97, P = 0.012), salinity (F = 3.49,
P= 0.012) and water temperature (F= 2.61, P= 0.032). The db-RDA-
Composition also showed slightly higher explanatory power (all axes
used, Adj. R2 = 0.17, P = 0.001) than simple RDA-Composition, but

Fig. 2. Principal component analysis biplots of the environmental (left panel) gradient and trait (right panel) datasets. Left: Ordination of environmental variables
using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) in the Corumbataí River Basin. Right: PCA depicting the trait syndromes in mayfly species from four different families.
Black and colored dots represent streams and taxonomic units (species or morphospecies), respectively.

Table 1
Results of trait-environment and taxon-environment relationships in mayfly
communities from Corumbataí River basin. NS = non-significant. * Adjusted P-
value. **S.E.S. = Standardized effect size.

Method Association statistics Value P-value

RDA-Composition Adj. R2 0.141 0.001
RDA-CWM Adj. R2 0.088 0.015
db-RDA-Composition Adj. R2 0.173 0.001
db-RDA-Trait Adj. R2 0.216 0.003
RLQ Model 2 S.E.S.** 6.219 0.001

Model 4 S.E.S. 1.476 0.082
Model 6 S.E.S. – 0.084

Fourth-Corner method Pearson correlation All < 0.10 all NS*
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with the same variables retained by forward selection. Interestingly, db-
RDA-Traits contrasted the general trend and had the highest adjusted
coefficient of determination (all axes used, adj. R2 = 0.21, P = 0.003)
of all methods, and with the same variables retained in db-RDA-Com-
position (salinity, stream width and percentage of sand) (Table 1).

The RLQ analysis, which was computed considering only salinity,
stream width, water temperature and percentage of sand as environ-
mental variables (i.e., retained by forward selection in RDAs), did not
detect a general relationship between the three data (i.e., species
abundances, species traits and environmental variables; model 6 com-
bining results of model 2 and 4; see Dray et al., 2014). However, model
2 indicated a relationship between species abundances and environ-
mental variables, while model 4, which tests the null hypothesis of a
random distribution of traits along environmental axes, did not. Fourth-
Corner correlations also did not detect relationships between specific
traits and specific environmental variables (Table 1); thus, the specific
predictions regarding gill traits and feeding habits were not supported.

We found a lack of relationship between dissimilarity in species
traits and dissimilarity in species’ environmental responses (Mantel’s
r = −0.02, P = 0.522). The comparison of the two hierarchical clus-
ters also demonstrated a lack of association between similarity in spe-
cies traits and similarity in environmental responses (Fig. 3). The high
number of crossing lines when comparing the two clusters depicts how
species with very distinct trait composition can respond in similar ways
to the environment. For example, – e.g. the trait composition of Bae-
todes sp.1 differed from that of Thraulodes sp. and yet both taxa re-
sponded similarly to the environmental gradients (Fig. 3). The opposite
pattern can also be seen, as Baetodes sp.1 and Zelusia sp. were similar in
trait composition and yet responded differently to the environmental
gradients (Fig. 3).

Variation partitioning indicated that taxonomic composition was
more related to spatial variables than traits, supporting our expecta-
tions. Environmental and spatial variables explained 16% (F = 1.58,
P = 0.004) and 11% (F = 1.26, P = 0.059) of the variation in species
composition and 9% (F = 1.28, P = 0.120) and 1% (F = 1.02,
P = 0.452) of the variation in CWM, respectively. Using db-RDA the
results were similar. For db-RDA-Composition, 15% (F = 1.57,
P = 0.010) of variation was explained by the environment, 10% ex-
plained by db-MEM axes (F = 1.24, P = 0.097) and 4% of shared
explanation. As for the trait-based approach (db-RDA-Traits), the

environmental and the spatial variables explained 22% (F = 10.65,
P = 0.028) and 5% of the variation (F = 9.87, P = 0.005), respectively
(Fig. S1).

4. Discussion

By applying diverse multivariate methods, we found that mayfly
trait-based approaches do not provide a better and clearer under-
standing of community assembly along environmental gradients in
comparison to a taxonomic-based approach based on species identities
and abundances. While trait-based approaches have provided valuable
insights about biodiversity variation that would not be possible using
species identities alone (McGill et al., 2006; Pavoine and Bonsall,
2011), they often have limited explanatory power on how communities
respond to environmental variation (Davies et al., 2000; Horrigan and
Baird, 2008).

Trait-based approaches rely on multiple methodological choices
that are still under debate in comparison to compositional approaches.
For instance, the decision about which traits to measure and how is
discussed in the literature (Ackerly and Cornwell, 2007; Saito et al.,
2016), as well as the organization level needed to measure them (e.g.,
species vs. individual level, Cianciarusoet al., 2009). In this regard,
weak trait-environment relationships in empirical studies may emerge
due to methodological aspects. First, a weak relationship between traits
and environmental conditions may arise simply due to the use of im-
precise data gathered from the literature – as opposed to the use of
precise measurements of traits from locally sampled organisms (Cano-
Barbacil et al., 2020). Second, we usually cannot be sure whether all
traits are relevant to determine community assembly and, so, using
irrelevant traits could obscure the detection of environmental filtering
(Colwell and Winkler, 1984; Saito et al., 2016). Third, in general, we do
not know the best resolution and scale to measure traits in order to
detect trait-environment relationships (Violle et al., 2012). Fourth, trait
measurements have trade-offs of information quality and time/re-
sources costs (Saito et al., 2016). For example, while we have con-
sidered wing length, what explains species flight ability is the whole
design of the wing, a very challenging and time-consuming trait to
measure. Thus, because trait-based approaches are dependent on a
higher number of methodological steps and decisions, when compared
to taxonomic-based approaches, they are also more prone to

Fig. 3. UPGMA clustering based on species traits (left panel) and on their responses to environmental gradients (left panel). The cophenetic correlation coefficients
were 0.94 and 0.95, respectively. The species A. alphus and A. longetron are from the genus Americabaetis (Baetidae).
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methodological issues that will ultimately affect our ability to detect
trait-environment relationships.

We expected that some traits would respond specifically to some
environmental variables (e.g., gill traits to dissolved oxygen). However,
we did not find clear single-trait vs. single-environmental characteristic
relationship to support the mechanistic assumption of trait-based ap-
proaches. In this sense, it is likely that trait composition, rather than
individual traits, affects individual fitness (Resh et al., 1994; Verberk
et al., 2013; Laughlin, 2014; Pilière et al., 2016). In general, from an
evolutionary perspective, traits do not evolve independently in re-
sponse to environmental pressures but as specific combinations of traits
that enable spin-offs (combination of traits maximizing fitness) and
trade-offs (investments in one trait reducing investments in another
traits) (Verberk et al., 2013). The strength of such evolutionary con-
straint was exemplified by the phylogenetic signal pattern in the PCA of
the trait data, where genera from the same family shared similar suite
of traits. While these ideas address the importance of trait combina-
tions, one should also argue that there are different suites of traits able
to maximize species abundances in a given environment (Resh et al.,
1994). For example, water-penny beetles with flattened bodies, cad-
disflies with strong anal claws, and blackfly larvae using glues to attach
to the substrate all use different strategies to deal with the same en-
vironmental filter, high streamflow. Our results support these ideas,
since we found that genera with distinct trait composition (suite of
traits) can respond similarly along the same environmental gradient
(e.g., Farrodes and Leptohyphes).

Both trait-based and taxon-based approaches revealed a clear re-
lationship between mayfly communities and salinity. Our results sug-
gest that even a small variation in salinity (from 0.01 to 0.05 mS cm-1)
may indicate impacts able to modify mayfly communities, which in our
case is related to land use practices in the study area. Salinity was
present in streams surrounded by sugarcane plantations but not in
forested streams, suggesting that agricultural practices are driving
freshwater salinization. This salinization process is currently a major
concern in aquatic ecology (Kaushal et al., 2005; Cañedo-Argüelles
et al., 2016; Kefford, 2018) and our findings suggest that small in-
creases in salinity can modify the taxonomic and trait composition of
mayfly communities. This environmental filter has been hypothesized
to be important because of the probable interference in pH regulation
and osmoregulation costs that are mediated by gill traits (Kefford,
2018). However, the specific effects over gill traits at the community
level were not evidenced given the lack of a relationship between
salinity and gill traits in fourth-corner correlations.

Compared to species, trait variation should be less related to spatial
variables and this is a key assumption to the generalized use of trait-
based approaches. We found some support to this assumption as var-
iation in taxonomic composition was more related to db-MEM vectors.
Pure spatial signals in partial constrained ordination have been com-
monly associated with both the effect of unmeasured spatially struc-
tured environmental variables and dispersal on species composition
(Diniz-Filho et al., 2012, Siqueira et al., 2012b, Saito et al., 2015b).
Because we measured a high number of environmental variables that
has been previously shown to drive the distribution of mayflies, we
suggest the first explanation is less likely (effect of unmeasured spatially
structured environmental variables). In contrast, mayflies tend to dis-
perse over short distances because adults usually live only hours or few
days and are considered weak fliers in comparison to other taxa (e.g.,
Odonata) with low ability to direct their trajectories, making them
prone to have limited geographic distribution (Malmqvist, 2000). For
example, Caudill (2003) showed that most females emerging from one
lake lay their eggs in the same lake, despite the occurrence of several
other lakes in the vicinity (~250 m). The stronger spatial structure
detected in composition data, as compared to trait data, adds support to
the use of trait-based approaches for large scale assessments.

In general, biomonitoring tools in the Neotropics are still under
development and our results raise a question on whether we should

focus on trait-based approaches. Previous studies found relationships
between functional diversity, trait composition, and environmental
change (Saito et al., 2015a; Castro et al., 2017). However, our findings
indicate that both trait and taxonomic composition responded to the
same environmental variables, indicating the importance of the same
environmental gradients (e.g., salinity) in structuring the local com-
munities. We highlight that traits are inherently interrelated and
therefore may not respond monotonically and invariably to environ-
mental variation, but instead present complex responses depending on
the set of traits a species has (Resh et al., 1994). Also, trait-based ap-
proaches indicated a weaker spatial signal on trait composition varia-
tion, potentially being more appropriate for large scale assessments, a
desirable attribute for biomonitoring tools. For biomonitoring purposes,
choosing between approaches remains a challenge as trait- and taxo-
nomic-based approaches have advantages and disadvantages and could,
in practice, give similar information regarding community response to
environmental change.
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